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A STUDY OV TITE RELATIVE VALUES OF NATUPE^STUDY
AND SPECIFIC INSTRUCTION IN AGRICULTURE
INTRODUCTION
With the recent tendency to make the nature-study
work of the grades more narrowly economic and directly agricultural,
the question arises as to whether in our tendency toward the utili-
tarian, we are giving the child the sarne opportunities for develop-
ment which the broader field of nature-study offers. Is there here
an equal opport\inity for him to become raore observing, as we believe
he does become in the pursuit of the many Problems in nature-study;
will he be able to attack and work out problems as well after a
series of strictly agricultural lessons as he would have been had
these been more varied and general? It almost amounts to the questioa
are we justified in giving our work an industrial trend rather than
considering it purel^r cultural?
Nature-study or elementary science is usually started
in the priraary grades and continues to the high school. It is the
type of work suggested by Prof. Bailey, - broad, general, appealing to
the immediate interest without special regard to the ultimate use of
facts acquired, It seems quite generally conceded that this work
shall become more economic in the grammar grades, as shown in McMurry
"Special Method in Elementary Science" and in the courses of study
outlinod for various schools, The theory is that while the subjects
should have a utilitarian value in the grammar grades, the pupils are
better prepared to attack the problems after having had the general
Outlook into the nature-study field.
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2Agriculture is usually suggested for the graininar
grades without any special nature-study preceding, as in the Illinois
State Course of Study, Prof. Hodge in his *"Nature Study and Life"
urges that the topics throughout the grades shall be strongly econom-
ic. He says: "I have used them (economic values) because money is
the common, universal expression of value that everyone understands
and respects; and while we may realize that there are many things
that money cannot buy, no other means of value is so fundamental to
the ordinary affairs of life, Money value is, moreover, the trunk
that Supports many of the higher values, Some measure of assured
material wealth aanst be attained before art, literature, and science
can developj and what holds true in the race, among different peopleSj
holds, in the main, with individuals. Further, the entire Organiza-
tion of Society, social ethics, laws, and customs group themselves
about this as the common measure of value for the life and work of
man, Some would teach agriculture as a form of industtial educa-
tion, especially in the rural schools, Dean Davenport expresses
this opinion: "We must begin industrial ediacation as early as pos-
sible, and agriculture is no exception, * * * Agriculture,
even in the grades, is something more than ordinary nature study, It
is nature study plus Utility, It is nature study v/ith an economic
significance. It is nature study which articulates with the affairs
of real men in real life, It is nature study in which the child may
influence the processes. It is nature study which distinctly stimu-
3
lates industry," Carlton states the extreme opinion that, "Nature-
study, agricultural physics, chomistry and economics, if taught in
the public primärer and secondary schools to students living on the
1, Hodge, "Nature S'^'udy- and Life", page 18,
2, Davenport, "Education for Efficiency", page 139.
5, Carlton, "Educaticn and Industrial Evolution", page 212.

3farm, should answer the same purpose for this class of studonts v/hicl
apprenticeship and continuation schools do for the skilled workers
in Shop and factory.
PURPOSE
This investigation was planned and carried through in
an endeavor to determine what the pupils get from these two subjects,
nature-study and agriculture, and thereby secure data on which to
base an answer to the question of their relative values,
The investigation was enggested by Prof. L. Charles,
Assistant Professor in Agricultural Education, and the plans were
worked out and the teaching done iinder his immediate direction. The
whole was under the general supervision of Dr. W. C. Bagley, Prof.
of Education,
IffiTHOD
Briefly the plan was as follows: to select two schools
where the lessons could be taught under conditions as nearly natural
as poBsiblej give a preliminary test to both classes to leam the
ability of the pupils when the experiment began; present a training
series of nineteen lessons which should be nature-study in one school
and agriculture in the other; give a final test to determine any dif-
ference due to the difference in the two training series,
the work was started in tv;o ungraded rural schools in
a neighborUng county, and later a third was taken up, These schools
were selected by the county Superintendent, who iinderstood thoroughly
the nature of the experiment and plans and who gave valuable assist-
ance in introducing the work into the schools and encouraging pupils

1and teachers to make the most of the lessons. The schools choBen
were as nearly alike as possible in respect of (1) the character of
the neighborhoods, (2) the attitude of the patrons, (3) number of
pupils; at the same time they were easily accessible from the inter-
urban line, so that both could be visited on the same day.
In all schools in this county, the state course of
study is followed so that all, except the 5th grade pupils, had haa
some instruotion in agriculture, The only time allowed for it, how-
ever, was the general exercise period, which must also be used for
the teaching of music, drawing, and morals and manners; hence not
a graat deal of time could be devoted to agriculture. After the
work was started in the tv/o schools, it seemed that the agriculture
class quite overbalanced the nature-study in numbers, and that the
teacher by his approval encouraged the pupils to do better work,
whereas the other teacher was quite indifferent to it. A second
class in nature-study was then started, making three schools in whidi
I did the teaching. In this last case, the teacher v/as very enthusi-
astic, usuall3'" suspending his work in order to follow the nature-
study, The other two teachers went on with their own recitations
while I was having mine.
An attempt was made to have several other teachers in
the same county teach from these plans and send me a report of each
lesson, together with all drawings and written work done by the
pupils. Only one teacher, (Miss B. ) completed the sories of lessons,
but since this was in agriculture, it gives records of two classes
each in agriculture and nature-study.
The classes were composed of 5th, 7th, and 9th year
pupils, although the lessons were planned for 7th and 8th grade, It
was believed, and proved to be true, that the work was a little

5beyond the ability of the 5th grade pupils, but they were included
because the teachers wished them to enter the classes and get what-
ever they could from the work.
Kature-Study Agrlculturo
First SeDond(started First Secönd (j^igg g jg)
Class Class later) Class Class
Age vjracLQ Age virauG Age n.if* nvjrXaQö Age
AA Iii XO 7f AA XO CS * T 7
* B 12 7 *F 15 7 B 14 9 *K 15 7
C 12 7 a 13 7 C 14 7 *L 12 7
D 9 5 H 13 7 D 14 7 K 13 5
I 12 7 *E 18 - 7 *N 12 5"
J 12 5 P 13 5 *0 11 5
a 12 5 *P 10 5
12 5 a 10 5
I 10 5 R 10 5
*s 10 5
Boys
In two clasoes 3 Boys In two classes 10 Bo3rs
7 Girls 9 Girls
In the two original schools, the preliminary test was
given November 11 and I aimed to visit them twice a week, Tuesday and
ThuEßday, but owing to irregularities due to vacations, county examina^
tions and my other university work, the final test was not given
until February 21. About fourteen weeks then were required for the
giving of the twenty-two lessons. The second class in. nature-study
started December 20 and closed March 10, a period of eleven weeks.

6Miss B's class started January 4 and closed April 17.
The agriculture class met, with one exception, at 9:10
to
a,ra, , the length of period averaging 27 minutes. Up^the twelfth les-
son of the training series, the nature-study class recited during
the last few minutes of the morning, beginning at 11:40, but after-
wards it began at 1:30 p,ra, T^e period here averaged 27 minutes.
The interest and attention of the pupils seemed equally good at all
periods, so that the tirae of recitation apparently made no differencQ.
With only two or three oxceptions, the second nature-study class met
at 11:35 a,m, , and the period of recitation averaged 29 minutes.
Miss B usually had her class at 12:50 p.m. for an average period of
28 minutes.
One of the Chief difficulties encountered in working out
an experiraent of this sort was that, while I started with large class-
es, attendance was so irregulär that sorae of the pupils have not been
included in the estimating of results since either the preliminary or
the final test was missed. In two instancBs, the pupils were absent
during the entire training series so that their test papers were not
cons idered. The first of February, eight of the 7th and 9th year
pupils moved from one district, which brought my agriculture class
down from seventeen to only nine. I also found that I could not de-
pend upon the class to prepare assignments, although it was usually
done, I was absent from the school between recitations and the
teachers were naturally more interested in their own work and some-
times neglected to remind the pupils of the assignments or to give
them tirae for making drawings. This difficulty would be greatly
lessened if the regulär teacher also taught the nature-study (or
agriculture)
.
It seeras evident that it would not be practicable to

7pursue the experiment further under similar oonditions, for these
interferencea will invariably occur in rural schools; furthermore,
so:r0 schools which would otherwise prove best for testing such a
Problem, must be avoided because they cannot be easily reached, Could
the Same experiment be tried in a town where there are two or more
ward schools, I believe the results would be much more satisfaotory
not only because of fewer difflculties encountered, but because of
the 1arger numbers of pupils and the greater uniformity among them
in age and grade.
In the evening or the next morning after each visit,
I wrote a report of the lesson, putting down as nearly as I could
remember, the questions asked and the answers given, Any observa-
tions regarding the progress of the work or the abilit^?- of the
various pupils were also recorded. Extraots from these reports
occur through the following pages,
This same investigation was started last year but had
to be dropped. At that time, two teachers in one county carried
the plans through fairly well, the agriculture teachor completing
the series and the nature-stud^'" teacher completing the fourteenth
^.esson of the training series. In these instances, I went to the
schools and gave the preliminary tests and the first lesson of
each training series, thus giving the teacher a demonstration in
the presentation of such lessons, as well as having the opportun-
ity to explain the plans more carefully than I could by writing,
and giving her a Chance to ask any questions, I visited the schools
a second time to give the written review and present lesson XV.
While I have no adequate records of t^iis work, it seemed from my
discussions with the teachers that this plan proved to be better
than ajiy other, The classes were both very enthusiastic and some
of the pupils had been selecting and testing the seed com for their
fathers' spring plant ing. It was believed by Prof. Charles (of
this university) that such a plain would be very feasible as a means
of introducing naturo-study-agriculture extensively into the schools
throupjiout the state, If there were a few "demonstration teachers"
who could go out and start the work in: different schools, visiting
them occasionally and giving assistance, the work would soon be
quite generally taught, for the "unpreparecf teacher would have some
Standard toward which to work, At the same time, the subject would
be kept in the hands of the regulär teacher who knows her pupils
and Patrons as a special teacher cannot, and she would not lose the
benefits which inevitably result from the free intercourse with her

8pupils which this subject offers.
PRELIMIMAKY TEST
All the pupils were given a preliminary test which had
beon worked out very carefully, so as to obtain as definite informa-
tion as possible of the ability of each pupil. The test—a written
one—was in two parts, but both were given on the same day with a
reoess of ten rainutes between. The pupils were able to finish the
first part in 25 minutes and the second in 20 minutes.
Pollowing are the questions:
A- Answers to be written.
1, UThat do you use to kill "potato bugs"?
Why or how does it kill them?
Where did you learn this?
Have you ever used this method?
2, What kind of cattle does your father own?
Teil something about them,
3» Harne as many reasons as you can think of why we
should raise chickens instead of hawks,
4, If you were raising cot ton and found your crop was
small, raost of the plants having few bolls, and
the fiber usually very Short, how would you plan
to double or t reble your crop within five years?
B- Desk work with material in hands of the pupils.
Twigs of American elm and soft maple.
1. Teil the name of the tree from which each twig came.
2. Examine the two twigs carefully. Write all the
points in which one differs from the other,
3. Make a drawing of each,
4. Teil what you can of each kind of tree, (Here the
pupils are told the name of each.) How abundant is
it here? Of what uses are they? Teil where one of
ß'Ac.h -ig growing.

9The oounty Superintendent went with me the dav this test
was given and introduced the work both to the teacher and pupils, To
the teacher I explained my plans in greater detail, but made no Sug-
gestion whatever that it was to be in the nature of an experiment.
I was to be considered by him and by the pupils as a special teacher
sent out by the Univers ity of Illinois to help them. To show how
this test was conducted, I give below a portion of my report for one
of the schools.
November 11, 1911»
Mr. M, , the county Superintendent, went to the school
with me. ¥hen we reached there at 8:40, Mr. C. and a few of the pup-
ils were there. Before school, Mr. M. presented the matter to the
teacher, saying that I had agreed to oome and give the lessons, but
might possibly sometime ask his assistance in case I should not be
able to complete the series of lessons which I had planned. He readily
asaented and seemed to be glad to have the work dono in his school,
School was called at 9:00 and the first ten minutes were
occupied with singing. At the close of this period, Mr. C, said
that their visitors had something of interest to them which he would
ask Mr. M. to present. Mr. M, spoke for about three minutes, first
expressing his pleasure at seeing the improvements in the schoolhouso.
:ie then presented the subject somewhat as followst •Hov; many have
heard of the University of Illinois? Where is it? Have you been
there? Miss A. comes from the University with some work which will
be of interest to us, They have done a good deal of work there at
the University but never until latel^r have they tried to do anything
for the pupils of the public school. Miss A, has been doing some
work down there in nature-study and she has some lessons prepared
which she is Coming out to present to you," Mr. C, , to pupils,
-
"I assure you I am veirj glad to have you have this opportunity. You
all know that I am very much interested in nature and heartily ap-
prove of having this work done in the school, Miss A. will take
whatever time she needs now and the work this morning will probably
give US some idea of what it is to be later. " Miss A, "Today, I am
going to ask you to write for me, so I will have a Chance to learn
your names and become a little acquainted with you. Mr. C, said he
thought you would get some idea of what the work was to be, from the
work this morning, but I am not so sure that you will,"
Papers were passed and pupils were told to answer tho
luestions as best they could, - to write something on each if only,
"I do not know", Questions were read first and then written on the
Doard, except the fourth, Por the fourth question a brief description
i7as given of the cotton plamt. Most of the pupils worked very readily
Ä.11 appeared to be doing their best. I went about and looked at their
papers as they wrote, making suggestions, as,- "Can you think of any
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other reasons? Have you written all you can think of? If you do
not knov7, just write that you do not."
The first part of the test oocupied about twenty-five
minutea after the papers were passed. A recess of five minutes was
given when all pupils went out cf doors. Papers and materials were
passed for the next exercise. The second part ocoupied just troenty
minutes, finishing up rather hurriedly that we might leave at 10:15,
Two boys were absent.
An effort was made to make the presentat ion as nearly
like this as possible in the other two schools, A list of suggestions
so that thG toGt would be prosontod to her class
was sent to Miss B.^^under very similar conditions.
These papers were read very carefully and each graded on
the following points, the numbers indicating the test questions on
whioh the grade s were based:
1, G-eneral knowledge. A ~ 1, 2, B-1, 4.
2, Observation. E-2, 5, Somewhat from A-1, 2.
3, Freedom of expression in writing, Ihole paper,
4, Freedom of expression in drawing. B-3,
5, Reasoning. A-3, 4,
6, Initiative. A-3, 4,
TRADTING SERIES
The training series were planned to represent the two
types of work or courses of study which have already been referred
to, The series in agriculture was a Single topic, the study of com,
worked out in detail—a typical economic study for the Upper grades,
The nature-study series consisted of a variety cf topics to begin
with, merely an introduction to the different lines of study v/hich
would be followed in rauch greater detail and to a greater extent by
a class which had had nature-study throughout the grades, Following

11
these, were five lessons devoted to the same agricultural topic
(corn) which the other class had pursued for the entire period of
fourteen lessons.
It should be explained here, that the last five lessons,
XV-XIX inclusive, on the study of the corn kemel, are identical
in the tv;o series, These lessons were originally planned to be the
final test, but it was found to be very difficult to grade each
pupil numerically on the saiue points as were used in the preliminary
test, so for this reason, they vyere considered part of the training
series, and a final test, siniilar in naturo to the preliminary test,
was worked out and presented at the close of the series,
5he following represents in outline the character of the
two training series:
Hature-Study Lessons
I. Preliminary Test
II. Training Series
*1, General pield Trip
2. Eirds
*5 and 4. Seed Dispersal
6 and 7. Dog
8-13. Corn
14, Written Review
15-19, Corn Kernel
III, Final Test
*2 field trips
Agriculture Lessons
I, Preliminary Test
II, Training Series
*1-13. Corn
14, Written Review
15-19. Corn Kernel
III, Final Test
*2 field trips
The plans for these lessons as they were v;orked out
before the experiment was started, are given here, complete, These
were followed as closely as it is possible to follow plans in differ-

12
ent neighborhoods and under the varying conditions met v/ith in
a school Toom,
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TIl/lIi;iNG SERIEH IN AaHlCULTUKE
LESBON 1. PRELIMINAI^Y
Dlöcussion of corn and corn plant to bring out as man3'-
facts as poösible. As pomts aro developed, write sumraary on board
somev7hat as follows:
LEAVES
Nuniber
Len-rth
STALK
Height
Shape
Structure
TASfJEL
Shape
Function (use)
Shape
I-Iovv jomed
to stalk
EARS
Locat ion
Nurnber
Size
ROOTS
Nunber
Longth
Brace roots
Area and dei^th
in soll
ENEIUES
insects
Birds
Crround so^uirrels
( gop^ers"^
Tv'ind and raln
Snut
Raiss as many questions as possible in this discussion,
7/hich must bo left to bo answered when rnaterial is at hand. For ex-
ample: How is the leaf jomod to tho stalk? (Compare with maple
leaf or geranium. ) Is tne stalk hollow all the \va.Y up? \7hat is the
structure of the ioints?
(Teacher will find valuablo information for her ov/n
use given in the lesnon on CORN in McIIurry's "Srecial Method in
Element ary Science",)
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LESSON II. FIELD TRIP
Visit a near-by corn fiele!—with ovmer's permission—to
obtain stalks which may be taken to tno schoolroom to be studiecl in
thc next leoGon. Answer as man}?- as possiblo of the questions '.vnich
arose in the first lesson. Have thesG questions in niind v/nen the
trip is taken. Give such terms as node, internode, sheath, blade,
Ernphasize Variation in size and stren^th ol' stalk, num-
ber of ears, height of ears on stalk, angle of ear on stalk.
LESSON III. STUDY 0^' MTEKIAL
Make a careful exaniination for the purpose of answering
any questions remainmg, and discover any new polnts. Study the rain-
guard ("ligule") and its uso to the plant, Kegard husks as modified
leaves,
If the pupils are already familiär with the structure
and function cf flower parts, discover that the ta.ssel is a group of
staminate flovvers which provide great quantities of pollon to be
distributed hy the wind; and that the young ear is a group of pistil-
late flowers, the kernel representmg the ovary, and the Silk repre-
«
senting the st3^1e and stigjna,
If the pupils are not farailiar with flower parts, develop
siniply that the pollen nust fall upon the corn before corn—fruit
—
can be formed,
Why IS the great quantlty of pollon necessary? Kow do you
account for an occasional ear in which there is a small nuiiber of
kerne Is scattered over the cob?
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LESSON IV. ADAPTATiONS
Cevelop (in note books) outline ot: obcervations made on
the basis of adaptations—structures whicn fit the plant for sorae
particular feature in its onvironraent (surrGündings ) . Lst tlie pupils
work out these discoveries ror themselve'^. i'or exai^iple:
(1) Strength—solid nodes, pith, solid rind, shoft mtor-
nodes at baso of stalk, braoe roots; long blade, parallel veins, wavy
edges of leaves, flexible sheath,
(2) Ivloisture—rain-guard, deep roots,
(3) Heat and dryness—curling of leaves,
(4) Snemies—husks,
(5) Gravity—bending of stalk into uprignt position after
falling,
LESSON V. OKIGIII OF COHN
Tlave vve alwa^rs had corn such as tliis? ITow long have we
had ifi is it still changing? IThere did it originate? VJho first
cultivated it? Kow did it differ from its present character? IIow
could the present corn be developed from such a bcgmning? Do you
know an]/ men who are rocognized as corn breeders?
Develop the idea of Variation—the fact that no two com
plants or ears are exactl3r alike; heredit
y
—the tendency of the plant
to reproduce the character of its parentagej and seloct ion—which the
Tarmerl
ipakes m choosmg seed v/hich V7ill produce as nearly as possible the
com that he wants. (He has an ideal in mind toward vvnich hc is con-
stantly workmg.)
Name othnr plants slnilar to the corn plant—that is.
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relatives of tlie corn. imrortance of tiiis ^roup. The Ärass ü'ainil^/-
—
com, su£;ar cane, wheat, oats, xye, barley, -olmothy and other grams
and grasoes.
Assignment—Study the first three pages m Farmers'
Bulletin 229 - Production of 'a-ood Reed Corn.
LESSON VI. PiELD TRIP
Excursion to study stalks with roference to "desirability
Discuss, on the v;ay, the assigninent. Pupils '»7ill make the selection
of desirahle stalks. Lead pupils to see individual plants, v/ith per-
Gona.1 characteristic^j, Dathor than nierel-^ a field of corn.
Assi.-rnnent—Paares 8 and 9 in Farmers' Bulletin 229. Lach
pupil to bring to school for next lesson at loast tv.-o ears of corn
Wh ich he considero desirable for seed. Also stud^/- "E:'Cp;lanation of
points" on Illinois corn score card.
LESSOi: VIII. STUDY OF INDIVIDUAL EARS
Compare one ear with another and ivith Standard as given
on the Illinois corn score card. Give especial attention to length
and sha-re of ear, selectinr; an ideal if r.ossible, .
Practice nakinp; laGasuromonts, such as len,tTth fron extreme
butt to extreme tip, Devise simple means for makin*- such measurcments
quickly. Circumference with a tapo linc, taking the circur.ifercnce
measurenent at a point one-third of the distance from the butt toward
the tip.
.
Make a prelindnary examination of the kernels.
Assignment—Page 10 to middle of page 13 in Farmers»
Bulletin 229,
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JjESSOU IX. STUDY OP EAR AKD lOHRl^L
Butt—should be well riiled, kerne Is uniform as far down
as possible,
Shank—should be small, but sufficientl3r large to support
the weight of ear.
Tip—rowö should run well up to tne tip, only a very
llttle of the cob showing,
Kernels—oaret'ully remove tvio kernels which stand Gide
"by aide in the sarne row at the middle of the ear. Consider size,
shape, unlfornilty, space betv;een rows and between kernels at the cob,
Color of cob—«hould bo red for yellov/ corn and white
for white corn,
Make drawmgs of
(1) A good ear of com.
(2) Cros3 section of an ear vThich has been
broken at the middle, to show cob and
spacing of kernels,
Assignment—^Pages 13 to 17 in Farmers' Bulletin 239,
LESSOIJ X. FIELD TRIP
Visit a nelghboring farm to learn where and how the
farmer has stored his seed com. Learn what variety of corn he is
grov7ing. (In the small n^ber of lessons here outllned we havo not
made Provision for Identification of dlffercnt breeds cf corn, Thls
Identification stud3'- might well be introduced here,)
Study his selection of seed, Select ears wnich mignt be
used for an exhlbit, on the basis of points alread^r studied. Biscuss
unlformity of eidiibit; the advantages of unifornity in seed corn,
Point out that the ten ears of an exhibit mivr be uniform in a certain
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character and still not Standard as to that character,
Assignment—Pages 17 to 35 of i''armers' Bulletin 229,
LESSON XI. COHN JUDOING (CLASS EXEKCiSi:)
Kave pupils bring for obtam from patrons of the school)
exhibits of ten ears eacli, Vlth score card in hands of each pupil
judge an exhibit, all studying the same ten ears. Some of the points
will need little discussion, having been developed in the precedmg
leosons, The process of scoring, howevor, ivill presont difficulties,
Let it be understood that th$s exercise is for practise and not an
attempt at any high degree of accuracy. Unlformity, tnieness to tyr;Q^
and vitality, or soed condition, will perhaps demand special attention
here.
Assignnient—Study of score card and practice in judgmg.
(Doubtless m raany cases the father of the pupil will be enlisted by
Chis time.)
LESSON XII. COKIJ .JUDaiNa (TNDlViEUAL EXEllClSE)
Let each pupil work on his ovrn exhibit, making (with
Qinimuin of help) his o-m observations, measurements and score, If
lecessary, let two pupils -vork at each exliibit. After the >;i'oric is com-
pleted collect cards; compare and discuss results. (This work may not
be completed in one lesson period, but there should be intercst suf^
ficient to carry it on outside of recitation tlme.)
Assignment—Reviev/ pages 10 to 23 in Bulletin 229.
(Note: Lesson X and XII were not taught as planned, but
the study of the score card and clasa judging of twc ex-
hibits requlred the time of threo lesson periods. The
Problem ot selecting came up constantl37' through these
lessons.
)
II
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LESSOII Xiil. REGlTATlOli
Recitation on pages 10 to 23 of Farmors' Bulletin 229,
Management of the breedmg plat,
Brief vIiscus3ion of germmation testö. (This will suggest
materials for a series of lessons in the spring previoua to planting
tiine.
)
Hevie?^/ and suLiniarize entire process of production of good
seed com, comewhat as folloi;/s:
(1) Aim—To imj'rove variety and increase 3aold,
(2) Meana of accomp Ilching deßired result,
Good stalks, good ears, good kernels,
(3) How produce such.
Discover Variation,
Hold in mind an ideal,
Select always with reference to this ideal,
(4) TTork of the corn breeder, •
LESSON yiV. T7HiTTEll REVIEW
1. Teil the wa3^ in "rhlch the com plant is fitted
fär st rongth ,
2. Teil ho7; corn averagmg two ears to the stalk could "be
devcloped fron com averaging one ear to the stalk,
3. ITane the points on the corn score card.
4. (1) Draw a desirable shaped kernel.
(2) Braw an undesirable shaped kernel,
(3) Teil why (1) is better than (2),
5. Describe a perfect shaped ear of corn.
J
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LESSON XV. PARTB OF TITS COrj^ KEKlTEL
rhat subötances are l'ound in the com that malce it valu-
I
able a.3 a cffood? By applying certain testa we may learn whetlier cer-
;
tain food. materials (nutrients) are prosent in thc com kernel; but
let US iTirst examine the stnicture of the kernel, using yellov; com
j
t^^at has becn soaked for a quarter oi' an hoiir m Hot water.
j
I
From the outBido, what parts can ^^-ou discover? Observe
! the little cap which Covers the tip of the kernel. (Sometimeß it ro-
j
mains attached to the cob.) Tith a knife carefully break ol*l' this
tip cap^ as it lo called, Now peel off the thin, tough covering, or
hull
.
llotice the germ
,
consisting of a flat scale and a slender
rounded portion lymg within it attached at the niddle and pomtod
j
at the ends. From this inner slender portion will develop the stem
and the root. V^hen the kernel was on the cob, did the germ face the
! tip or the butt of the ear? For convenlence will call the germ
I
side of the kernel the front j the face opposite the gerin, the back;
the pointed end, the tip; the end opposite tlie tip, the crownj and
the tv/o narrow faces, the sides of the kernel.
Taking orie of the soaked kernels, reraove the hull
—
peel-
ing it off with a knife—and exainine the bod3'- of the kernel; is it of
uniform appearance throughout? T^escribe v/hat ^/ou see, havmg first
looked at several kernels and huving made sections of some. Test
the different portions with the point of your knife. ?ind a nard,
yellov;, or homy part and a white portion. Make sections crosswise
and lengthwise to discover the distribution of white and yellow in
the kernel,
Make an enlarged sketch of the kernel (three times natur-
al size) and indicate the parts v/e have identified—^hull, tip cap,
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germ, horn}'- part a.nd white part. Do all ox the kerncls vmicli you liave
exajnined show the sa.me eilst rlbution ox parts and the same relative
I
amounts of each? Exanine kernels fron different eara ot' com to
I
learn r/hether the relative amounts ot* 'vhite part and yellow horny
i part are the saine in all cases. TThat does this dlVision into ^'•ellow
^
and white portlons signify to you? (Possibly different composition,
i
or dirferent food sübstances.)
For our next lesson we, will make test3 to discover the
Chemical composition of the kernel, or to learn what food sübstances
(nutrients) are present.
Assigniuent—Make dravvings (three times natural size) of
i (l) a cross eection ot a kernel throur^h the middle, a longitudmal
section throu^h tlie mid.Le of a kernel as it lies on its back, and
(3) a section of a third kernel cut so as to divide it mto tv;o thm
;
flat naives, in each sketch, label the tip, carown, germ, white part
and horny part.
LESr,OIT XVI. TEHT FOK CHEMlCAL COIuPO^ITIOlT
Here is a Solution of iodme. Placmg a drop of the liquid
on a lump ot sugar, or on a piece of butter, we see no striking effect
Now let a drop fall on a luinp cf laundry starch, or on some com
starch; what effect? (The starch "turns blue".) 'Try other süb-
stances, such as tissue papor, glazed paper, soft cloth, and starched
cloth. iodine reveals the presence ot' starch b:.- turning the substance
blue. Since it acts in this way upon nothing eise it is called a test
for starch, or the "starch test". Let the pupil nov7 make a complete
Statement concerning the starch test,
Now test com for starch, usmg a kernel v/hich has beon
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soaked for a few mlnutes in not water and from v/hlch tne hüll has
becn renoved. (Note: there is a thin layer of fluten over the sur-
face—under ths hüll—which we did not di^cover in our previous
I lesson, and ^hich may prevent the iodme from reaching the starch,
Hence it is well to Scratch the surface of the kernel, or to poel
off a thin layer (next the hull) before applying the iodine. Tne best
results Will be ovtamed by applying the iodine to tne cnt surface
of sections made as directed m the previous lesson. ) Try tne lodme
also upon bean, oat, and sliced potato (raw), scratchmg the surface
j
of each to allow the iodine free access to the starch grams,
1 After this demonstration by the teacher, let each pupil
j
make the three kinds of sections, from three different kernels, and
I
test each to leam where starch exists. (To the teacher: such sectiom
i
Illinois Experiment Station.
i are shovm in Plate 4, Page 95, of Bulletin 87j^) Now show m enlargQd
;
drawmgs the results of the test, indicating the blue portion by
colored pencil or by shadmg. (This work can be made the assignment
for the next lesson.
)
Can you now recognize the position of the starch without
using the iodine? How? (The white portion proves to be the starch,
i
Tne hard, yellow, homy part, which does not take on so blue a color,
contams a large araount of starch but also considerable material that
is not starch, There seems to be no starch m the gcrm. ) Where in
the kemel is the greater part of white starch—in the tip or m the
crown? Are all kernels alike in relative amounts of tip starch and
crown starch? Look at kernels from different ears to ansv/cr this
question.
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LEBSON XVII. TüRTHnH TEr.TS U'OR CnEHICAL COlffOBITION
Let US examme tlie germ, TTith knife remove the gern from
the kemel and lay it on a piece of paper, Does its appearance aug-
gest the presence of any faiuiliar substance? Crush it on the paper;
whÄfc effect? ( It leaves a "grease spot",) That doeß this suggest?
This Spotting of the paper is one of the tests for fat or eil, i'our-
fifths of all the oil in the kernel is contaiiied in the gem. IJame
other sources of fat or oil in cur food, (Fat meat, butter, creain,
lard, olive oil, the oil m nuts, etc.)
Vle have now discovered two food substances (nutrients) in
srorn; naniely, starch and oil. A third ver3'- iraportant nutrient, neces-
sar^r to all animl lifo, is protein, v/hich is abundant in lean ineat,
white of egg, cheese, peas, beans and rnany other foods. Let us see
if v/e can detect protein in the kernel. For the protein test nitric
aaid and aimnonia are used, (Tlie teacher will denonstrate this test
for tlie class.
)
From kernels which have soaked over night—or at least
several hours—cut three kinds of sections as before, On the cut sur-
face place a drop cf nitric acld, allowing it to remain a few noiaents;
then wash it off with water and put on a drop of aimnonia. if present
in nuch quantity, a bright yollo?/ color v/ill appear. ^^here does the
protein soem tc be, according to the test? It is found chiefl]/ in the
horny gluten, a thin layer just beneath the hull (as mentioned in the
last lesson) for which you must look closely, and the Yiorny yellow
part which v/e have noticed as dividing the frhlte starch into two por-
tions, tip starch and crown starch. This "horny starch" ruay not snow
the starch test very clearly, since it is so largel^^ raade up of pro-
tein. "Tiere does the yellow or horny, starch chiefl3/ lie? (At the
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sides anJ back of tlie kernol. } Ilaks dravvinga to sliow thc distribu-
tion et protein in the keiinel,
; Note: For the next lesson the teacher need not require
any reading, but she may su2:^,est to the class that cn pages 80, 81
;
and 82, and in Platoc 1 and 2, of Bulletin 87, will be l'ound helpt'ul
material in studying the structure of the kemel,
LESSON XVIII. SELECTIOK MD BHEEDIl-ia BASED OL' KEFdlEL
,
COICPOSITION
three nutrients have we discovered m com? Khere
v/as the oil? (In the germ. ) nhat sort of a kernel will contain a
great deal of oil? (One which has a large gern,) THiere was the
! starch? (Chiefly in the wTiite portion, but partly in the horny pcr-
i tion or the bod3r of tho kernel.) TTliere was the protein? (In the
horny gluten just under the hull and in the homy starch.) If a
kernel ig richer than uütial in starch (y;'iite r.art) hov; much protein
will there be? Less than uGual; if there is more white starch there
cannot be so much horny starch (which contains a large araount of
j
protein), if a kernel contains more protein than the average—such
being known as "high protein corn"—there will be relatiyely less
starch, for high protein corn contains not only a thickor layer of
horny gluten, but also a greater prox)orticn of horny starch, thus
reducing the anount o-^ '.vLito starch. To ouraiuarize—high protein corn
is low in starch; low protein corn in high in starch; a large germ
raeans high oil content. Look again, if necessary, at kcrnels from
different ears to discover the ränge in cornposition and relative
amount of oll, protein and starch,
Fer what is corn used other th:m as fcod for man and
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animals? (it is used in iiakins oils, paints, soaps, whiakey^ ßvaa,
sugar, s^nrup, rubl;er, starch, and ranny other producta, ) 1i7ould all
parts Ol the kernel bc wanted in mci]^:ln)? any one ot' thoHc producta?
THiat kind of a kernel would be preferred by a factory wliero starch
is made? V.Tiere oil is prepared? TJhere hominy is prepared? (High
protein com is preferred for horainy.) Do you think that the kmd
of com that coines to these different factories is an important mat-
ter to them? (Yes, it ib.), Furthernoro, high protein com is more
valuable as food for stock than is corn with little protein,
Do you suppose it would be possible for us to deliberately
increase tho relative anount of oil, starch, or proteid in our corn?
PIow could v;g do it? (Posr^ibl^r the pupil v/ill suggest selecting ker-
nels for seed which are high in protein, high in starch, or v;ith a
large gerin. If this is not su^fested proceed v;ith questioning.
)
Could we determine in advance what kind of corn we would grov; as re-
gards relative ainounts of these nutrients? Yes, -.ve could oxai-iine
our seed corn; by means of the tests we have bcon usmg, or merely
v;ith the knife to obsorve the structure of the kernel, and then use
for seed onl:'- that kind of corn which we desire to grow,
Could we really create a new breed or corn which v/ould be
richer in protein, for exainple, than an^r breed we have yet seen?
IIow? (By selecting seed in this way, and repeating this selection
year after year, until the average araount of protein has been per-
manently increased,) ITote to teacher: if this answer is not readily
on
given, ask what v;as learned in cur lesson/the origln of raodern com
from primitive indian naize, Kecall the facts of Variat ion—no two
specimens are exactly alike; selection—picking out for seed the
kind that suits us best; and heredity—the tendency of noxt year's
crop to be like tlio seed from which it was grown, if the process of
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improvin^ the breed seeiiis to have beon well learned fron th.o previout
lessons, recall them here as illustratmg the aar^e principleü,
Do You know v/hether such breedmg for protein—or for oll,
or for starch—^has ever beon ilone? (Yes, the Experiment Station
at Urbana hao accomplished much in this direction. Ü" you care
to learn what has ben.-ydone there, read pages 92-94 rxnd 110-111 in
Bulletin 87.)
LESSOH XiX
Wr^ITTEK HEVIETT OF LESSONS XV TO XVIII ilTCLUSIVE
1, Nano the throe nutrients found m the com komnel.
In what part of the kerne 1 is each?
2, Describe the starch test, telllng,
-
(1) THiat we used for the test.
(2) 'That we did with it.
(3) IThat happened.
3, Drav7 a longitudinal section, throijgh the broad way, of a kernel
of corn high in protein; of one low in protein
.
4, How did wo detenune that there was oil in the kernel?
5, Teil how a man raising corn mostly mediuin m protein could
in a few years develop high protein corn fron it.
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TRAIITIIia SERIES IN IIATURE-STIJDY
lESSOlI I. EXCimSlON FOR NATURE NOTES
I
Brief discussion of nature conditions, - weather, trces,
flowors, seeds, farrn activities. Just ',"hen did you see the last
!
blackbird, robin, cabbage - butterfl^'-, gopher, snalce? VThat do these
•animals do as winter arproaches? Ylhen was the first frost? Was it
earlier or later than usual? Is it irri^-ortant to know about when the
first frost vvill coine? Let each one mako daily records of his ob-
servations in a "llature Kote Book", —weather, birds, farm activi-
ties, etc.
Talce the class on a trip along the roadside or into '.Toodq
I
i wherever the greatest variety of observations may be made. Have
j
Scratch paper and penoil so that records may be made, Have such
i
I
questions in mind.—Are there any flowers in bloom? ( If it is a
warm day with no snow on the ground, you may find dandelions.) V/hcE
I
are they? What were the last ones ^^ou saw? ^Tliy are these left?
(Hardier than most flov/ers; perhaps in sheltered place or on a suni;'-
slope.)
How raany trees can you name by sight? Can you describe
the peculiarities of each? Point OMt a particular trce near by and
observe its general outline, branching, and bark. Select out t^Toical
individuals of some of the coiiimon trees in your neighborhood and sug-
gest that the pupils become well acquainted with thera. There is much
to be ätudied on the twig later, for it may also be used in idontify-
ing the tree«
Seeds and fruit s (fruits here raeaning the entire product
of the flower), T^Tiich oneo are being scattered now?
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TThat birds can we soe and hear? How do you rocognize
them? What are thoy doing? Watch especially for birds between now
I
and the next lesson, Record those v/hioh you cee, v/ith dates of ob-
I servations. (Identify, if possible, English sparrow, bluejay, crov;,
I
screech owl, "chickon hawk", downx'" woodpecker.)
i
LESSOIJ II. EIRDS
Read lists cf birds observed. Why so few? V.Tiy did others
leave? (HDn account of the cold?") Have theso birds which you have
been seeing any rnore protection against the cold than those which
have gone south? (Food is the main problem), Then how could these
birds survive in wintor? (Their food is such that it can be obtain-
ed at almost any tirae during the wint^ er,—seeds, fruits, insect eggs
and larvae.
)
Where does the woodpecker obtain its food? What kind of
j
food does it find therc? IVhere does the English sparro?/ get its
food? And what sort of food is it? Could the sparrow obtain its
food as does the woodpecker? llfhy not? How is the woodpecker equip-
ped for food getting? (Long, streng, pointed bill; long tongue 'with
rasp-like odgej toes arranged in pairs, tr/o pointing forv/ard and two
backwardj tail feathers very stiff :md pointed,—used as a brace.)
What Provision has the sparrow for obtaining its food?
(Short, thick bill for breaking seods,) The hawk? (Streng curved
talons for capturing and holding its prey: äharp curved beak for
tearing.) What clue have 3^ou (in the form of certain birds) as to
where to look for thera? (Since thsy have special structures fitted
to obtain special kinds of food, we look for the birds v/here the

special kind of food is to be foimd. For exanrplc, we rnay exT)ect to
find sparrows (short, crunching bill) in weed patches; long-lo^';^ged,
i
j
long-necked birds, about the waters, etc.
I
!
The place whers the bird is coniraonly found, and its custom-
j
ary actions are helps in identifying it. T/hat other raeans are there?
(Song or call, flight, pluniage.) Can you describe accurately the
plumage of the English sparrow? The downy woodpecker? V'atch for
the Winter birds and Icarn to know them well, so that in the spring
we may give our attention to those which are retuming froc the soutj.
LESSON III. TRIP TO STUDY SEEE DISPERSAL
On our field trip the other day, we noticed thiit sorne of
' the plants still retained seeds, What is the use in a plant's produc
; ing seed? (So that more plants of the kind may grov/ up. The whole
life and work of plants is niainly to produce seeds,) ^Hiat becomes
of the seed? Do they fall directly below the plant? Can you see any
disadvantage in their dropping down in this way? (Too many to grow
I
in such a small space. They are more likely to have a Chance to livo
if they are scattered.) There are several different ways which
j
seeds have of being scattered v/hich we may easily discover. Can you
name any way? Our class tirae today v/ill be spent out-of-doors deter-
mining v;hat these are, ( If the claso has had a stud]/ of seed disper-
sal, this trip will be, not to detormine what the waA'-s are, but to
determine to which group different weeds belong.)
Make this in roality a trip of discover^r for the pupils,
Go Over the ground first, yourself, so th'.it you will know just what
the class will find and no time will be lost in searching for t3'pG3,
Proceed by questions, as:- "Y/hat is this weed? Do you find the seed?
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How may they be distributed? Find other plants whose soeds would
I
be similarly scattered."
!
i Determine the four t^qpes, if posoiblo, vzith several gx-
i
amples of each, Have pupils v/rite theso in groups in thcir note-
I
books, naking additions to the lists any time later,
1, Those carriod in animals' coats, on people's clothing, as:
burdock, Spanish needle,
2, Garried by wind: dandelion, thistle, nilkweed, wild aster.
5, Shaken out by swayin.^ of stiffened stalkr evening primrose,
nnillein,
4» Edible fruit with indigestible seeds: wild grapes,. 7/oodbine
(five-leaf ivy)
,
green briar.
At the close of the period, call attention of the class to
! the velvot weed (butter-print ) . To you know this weed? Do farmers
,
like to have it in their fields? V'hy not? For the next lesson v;e
are going to study thia weed carofully, so in tho raeantime, find out
all you can about it. Examine it, ask 3'-our father or neighbors to
teil you what they know of it, if it does any dainagc, what thc",^ de
I
to get rid of it, if they do anything, Each pupil bring to class a
specimen of the plant, entire,
LESSOIJ IV. STUEY OF VELVET I^EAF (BUTTER-PRINT)
Each pupil should have a specimen to examine and use dur-
ing the lesson. T.'.Tiere does this weed grow most comrüonly? (In plowed
ground, ) How does it become so abundant, as it sometimes does?
(Seeds are scattered and new plants grow up.) Do you find the seeds?
VThere are they? How manA»- seeds does a Single plant produce? If the
class has had work befo.re in estimating the number of seeds produced
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ty a Single plant, this necd not be done here, If thcy have not had
such an experience, select an avera^e seized plant and let the class
ft'ork on it, getting an estimate of the nvunber. Different ones nay
deterraine averags nuiabor of seeds in eaoh cell, niimber of cells to
! a pod, number of pods to a branch, nurnbcr of branches on a plant.
I These multiplied togethor v/ill give about the number on tho plant,
Do not spend too much time on this, go over it rather hurriedly. On
a good sized plant recentl3'- studied there were found to be about
2625 seeds, If this plant had been left in the field, v.;hat niight it
I
have meant next year? (Nearly that nan^r young plant s,)
I
Is the plant of any use? ( No, not ai we find it, but
' it Kay soraeday be gro'.vn for the tough fiber in the bark, just as
hecip and flax are novv gro'.vn, ) Let tho pupils see this fiber.
I
Does it do any dainage? (Takes moisture and food from the
I
ground which the crops need, Takes sunlight, shading smaller plants.)
i
! Sinoe it is of no use and is harmful, vre must try to get
i
!
rid of it. TThat are some pf the raeans employed to destroy it?
(Destro^red by cultivation, dug up, pulled up by the rcot, cut off,
burned in the fall). V/hen should they be destroyed? (Before seeds
are ripe)
,
Does this plant have any other neans of producing new
i
plants than by seeds? (No, it is an annual,) It is rathor easy to
get rid of this plant then if taken at the right time, Some plants
are not so easil^,»- destroyed, for if the top is cut off it gro';/s up
again. Burdock, wild parsnip and others form a largo root the first
year and send up the flower (or seed) stalk the second year. V/hat
is such a plant called which lives two 3?-ears? (EiennialO There is
still another group which lives several years, (Perennials.) These
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are much harder to destroy, Canada thistle and quack graGS are ex-
an^les. These have an Underground stein which grows off froK the
main plant and keeps sending up new plante, these taking root r.nd
foming Underground stems, and so spreading. Ueans of destroying:
digging up in dry weather; snothering crops (clover, niillet) ; if
very abundant, sprinkling with salt or spraying with kerosene, or
acid Solutions are used, (These are used for annuals or biennials.)
_Assi,Tnment :
Make drnwings
1. A stalk of velvet leaf with several pods
2. Side vlevi of a Single pod
3, Top View of pod
4, Seed (twice natural size)
LESSON V. TWIOS
Arränge in advance that pupils shall bring tvrigs from
trees: American elm, soft maple, box eider, cherry, cottonwood, etc.
Briefly consider various means of dist inguishing each, as b37- bark,
buds, leaf scars. Select American elm and soft inaple for special
study, (Provide material sufficient that each pupil rna^r have a twig
of each.)
BIJDS—Size and Shape—Are all buds on one t7/ig of the sane
size? What comes froni one of these buds? (Answer may be "leaves",)
Hov/ many leaves from one bud? A whole twig grov/s from most of them.
You may be aole to find flower buds on the elm, the flower buds being
larger than the twig buds,
Color and Oovering
—
(Scaly in both of these,) Notice the
sticky covoring on the poplar buds. Use of such oovering, (Not to
prevent freezing, but to protect from moisture and fron sudden chang-
cs, rapid freezing and thawing, which are very injurious. Also may
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Protect from injurious insects and othor tree pests.)
Are these features characteristic of all, or nost t7/igs
from the same kind of tree? The bud itself may be a means in iden-
tifying trees.
Arrangement—Conrpare elm and maple as to arrangement of
buds on the twig. Buds of maple are in pairs . Whcit term may be
used for the elm? Use a st ring to show that the arrangement is
STDiral. Start a string at the first bud and twist it around the
stem in such a way as to touch all buds successively,
If we v/ere to draw straight lines lengthv/ise of the twig
j
through the buds, how many such lines would there be? Buds of the
i
j
elm are arranged spirally in two rows, buds of the maple are paired
I
and in four rows, (The willow, poplar, cherry, oaks and others have
five rows, the arrangement being spiral, These need not be discuss-
' ed now,
)
LEAF SCARS—Can you determine v^here the leaves were this
fall? What evidence do you find? (Leaf scars immediately belov7 the
bud;note point where leaf stalk joined the twig. Confirm this Obser-
vation by finding some twig to v;hich the leaf still clings,) !That
trees hold their leaves longest? (Examine fruit trecs and the scarlet
I
oak.) Then what is the leaf arrangement of the elm? k'aple? (Same aß
the bud arrangement.)
Assisinmont—Draw an elm twig and a maple twig and see if
you can make bette r drawings of them than in the first lesson. Keep
in mind the relative size and shape of buds.
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TJESr^ON VI. THE DOG
\Vhile we have been giving our attention to outdoor condi-
j
tions and v/ild lifo, there are just as many things to be leamed
! about our coriiiiion plante and animals on the farm.
I
Ilave there alwaj^'ß been domesticated animals as v;e seo thaa
I
'
'
today? Where did they come from? (Originall^'- froni wild animals,)
Hov/ long have they been domestiCated? (Borne as far back as '.ve have
any historical records.) VHiich was first to be domesticated? (Dog)
j
When? (Before the beginning of history. ) From v/hat? (Pome form of
^;rolf
.
) VJhat are the living wild relatives of the dog? (Wolf, fox,
jackal.)
Why should primitive people v;ish to domesticate wolves?
I What uses did they make of them? (Hunting at first j perhaps as
\
playmatesj later as watch dogs.)
What characteristics of the dog fit him to serve man?
Physical—kecn sight, scent, and hearing; form of body and legs;
I
teeth. Mental—loyalty; intelligence, companionableness. Are our
I
dogs like those the ancient people had? How are they different?
!
(Many more kinds now, some v/ith characteristics very different from
the v7olf-3 ike dogs.) V/hat kindo of dogs do you knov/?
Assignment—-ForläiG next lesson, each one v/rite a list of
the kinds, or breeds, of dogs v/hich you knor, clasßifying them by
uses. For example: for hunt ing--greyhound, beagle, setter, pointer;
watch dogs—coIlie, bulldog; pets—terriers, poodles. Also bring
rictures of as many kinds as possible, (These may often be found in
advertising sections of magazines or in newspapers,
)

LESSOII VII. liOW DIFFEEEr,T BREEDB ARE DEVELOPED
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Brief report of lists of kinds of dogs and their uses.
Discuss and corapare pictures to determine distinguishing features of
j
the different bfeeds. (Kave dog pictures hung about thc room for a
fev; da3's and let each pupil paste his own, if thc^;- may be cut out,
into his note book.) •
Kow did we come to have so many kinds of dogs when all
have descended from v;olvos? To how man}'' usgs were dogs first put?
i
Eoes that suggest an explanation? Ho two dogs are exactly alikej
j
some arc fitted for watch dogs but not for hunting. Each individual
I
tends to have the traits of its parents, and so characteristics are
' passed on through generations. Perhaps thero was one man v;ho v/antod
dogs for hunting, so any that could not hunt he diöposcd of, thus
constantly selecting chose that best suited his idea cf a good dog
j
until he hau many dogs that were good hunters. At the same time
another man i.i!?.y have v:anted watch dogs and selected with that in
I
mind; his idea of a good dog was one that had a powerful body and
j
Sharp teeth, it making littie difference whether he was a good
I runner or not. There were other men with different ideas and so
there came to be man}/ kinds or broeds of dogs.
The whole process de-^ends upon (1) Variation among indi-
Yiduals, no two boing alikej (2) eelection, which the c^mer makes
generation after generation so as to have dogs constantly like hiß
ideal; and (3) heredi ty, the tendency of the offspring to reproduce
the character of its (selected) parentage. Thus breedü are developed
at will.
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LESCOll VIII, STUDY CF Tili:: COFll PLAKT
ISrief description of com plant, bringin^ out the follow-
ing points: structure of the stalkj ho?/ the leaf 13 ioinecl to the
stalk; distinguiah brace roots; area and depth of roots in the soilj
flowers of tv;o kindo—on the tassel, the staminate, furni'ohing pollen-
pistillate flowers on the cobj the kernel is the ovary, silk is the
style and stigma. ( If flower parts are not v/ell understocd, bring
out siniply that pollen from the tassel flov/cr muat fall on ßilk of
cob flov/ers befcre the kernel can develop.)
Study of stalks \7l'ich the pupils have brought in as speci-
menc of good stalks. Compare v:ith undesirable stalk which you have
brought, TJhat are the features of a desirable stalk? Make use of
such terms as node, internode, sheath, blade. Study the rainguard
("ligule") and its use tc the plant. Hegard husks as r:iodified
leaves,
Why is a great quantity of pollen necessary? ITow does
pollen reach the silk? (Carried by wind.) IIow do 3'"ou account for
an occasional ear on which there is a small nuinber of scattered ker-
ne Is?
ruring the discussion, think of adaptaticns in the various
structures and work out a Classification o-*' them for the notebooks.
(Write on the board as points come up and let pupils cop:/ later.)
ADAPTATIOIIS:
1, For strength—solid nodes, short internodos at the
base, brace roots, long blades, parallel veins,
wavy edges of leaves, flexible sheath.
2, For raoisture—rain guard, deep roots.
3, Heat and dryness—curling of leaves.
4, Eneraies—husks.
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5. Gravity—bending of stalk into upright position
after .falling.
Have we alwayr, had stich corn as this? IIov; long have we
had it? Ig it still changing? Where did it originate? \7]:io first
cultivated itl How did it diffcr from its present character? IIow
has it been developed? Variation, heredity, and the solection
v/hich tho farmer makes in choosing secd v;hich will produce as nearly
ac possible the corn th.it he Trants. (He haß an idea in mind tov:ard
which he ic constantly working.
)
Name other plant s siniilar to the corn plant—that is,
relatives of the corn. Iniportance of this group, the grass farnily
—
corn, sugar cane, wheat, oats, rye, barley, timothy, and other
grains and grasscs.
Assignnent —
Mako dra\7ingf3 of
1. Entire Plant.
2, Portion of atalk shov/ing tv;c nodes, a
sheath and especially the details of
the rain-guard.
LEf^F'.OlI IX. TRIP TO rTTJDY HEED CORN
(jive out Illinois Com Score Card,
Visit a nei.(^hboring farm to learn where and hov; the fari.:-
ar has stored his seed corn. Learn what variet^'- he is growing,
How does this corn differ from ty<e. corn v;hich. has been
put in the crib? In 7/hat ways is it better? Are all ears alike?
Discover if possible what features the owner had in mind when he
selected this corn for seed. Afterward perhaps he will teil the
class what he is working for. Bring out pcints of desirable ears
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on
(as givcn in Farmers' Bulletin 229 andy^tlie Illinoic Com fcore Carcl-
shape, length and circumference; shank small but Guff iciont 13'- largo
to Support weight; rows straight and close together, but r/ith space
enough to allow air to circulate so th-^^t ear may dry out; kernel
rows run well up over tip, only a little cob showing; butts well
filled; cob red for yellow com, white for white corn,
Assitrnraent—to page 10 in Farmers' Bulletin 229. Also
stud3'" explanation of points on Illinois Score Card.
Each pupil bring to class two ears which he has cbosen as
desirable. Ask parents for help' in learning to recognize good ears
and to judge com.
LESSOK X. STUDY OF IKDIYIDUAL EAHS
Briefly smimarize points of desirable stalks, ears and
kernels as given in Farmers' Bulletin 229.
Study of individual ears—compare one ear with angthcr ani
v.'ith a Standard as given on thc score card. Practice making measure-
ments, length and circumference, Devise sii.iple means for measuring
quickly the length iProm extreme butt to extreme tip, I/Ieasure circum-
ference with a tape line at a point one-third of the distance from
the butt toward the tip.
Carefully remove two kemels which stand side by side in
the sai-ie rov/, at the middle of the ear, Ccnsider size, shapo, space
between rov;s, space between kernels at the cob, Uniformity.
Make drav/ings of
1, A good ear of com.
2, Gross secticn of an ear which has becn broken
at the midJle to show cob^ and shape and spac-
±n<f of kernels.
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As3i<mrasnt—Pa>fyes 10-17 in 'Parraers' Bulletin 229.
1
LEsnoi: XI. coni judgiiig (clash exi:hcisls)
I
Have pupils brin^ (or obtain from patrons of the school)
: exhibits of ten ears eaoh. Vi-ith score card in the liands of oach pupil
{
judge an exhibit, all studying the same ten ears, Boiae of the points
j
will necd little discussion, having becn<.developod in the prececding
!
lessons. The p.rocess of scoring, howevor, ?/ill present diffioulties.
Let it be understood that this exercise is for practice and not an
attempt at any high degree of accuracy,
"Uniformity" will need to be discusscd; the advantages of
1
uniformity in seed com when it is desired to establish a t^Tpe which
! 7;ill breed true, Point out that the ten ears of an exhibit may be
' uniforn. in a certain character and still not STANDARD as to that
character,
Vitality, or seed conditions, will need considerat ion,
(If the teacher feels that she has not sufficient Information to
carry this very far, look simr.ly for vigor of the gera.
)
Trueness to t3rpo can be judged only if the variety of the
exhibit and the variety characteristics are known. It will bc just as
well to use the Standards for unnaraed varieties, Proportion of the
shelled com to the ear should be discussed but need not be demonstrat-
ed,
Assignment—Pages 17-23 in Farmers' Bulletin 229.
LESSON XII. COPdl JUDGIIIG (llIDIVIDUAL EXERCISE)
Let each pupil work on his own exhibit, making (with
minimum help) his O'.'/n obaervations, measurements and score, If neces-
sary. let two pur ils work at exhibit. After the work is cooplcted,
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collect thG Cards; coiiipare and discuss rcsultö,
(Teaclier by planning in advance can obtain help in
judging from any scientific farmer -vho has hcen in touch with the
Farners' Institute,)
Assignment—^Reviev; pages 10-Zo in I^ulletin S29,
(iTote: Lessens Ix and XII were not taught as planned, but the
study of the score card and the class judging was spread
out through throc lesson periods. The problem of selection
came up constantly through these Icssons.)
LEnSOi; XIII. REGITAT lOII
Recitation on pages 10-33 of Farmers' Bulletin 229.
Management of breeding plot,
Brief discussion of germination tests. (This '.vill suggest
materials for a sories of lossons in the spring previous to the
plant in g time»)
Roviev/ and sunmiarize entiro p.rocesa of T:,roduction of
good seed corn, somev/hat as follc/^s:
(l) Aim—to iraprove variety and incroase yiold,
(Z) I.Ieans of acconplishing desired result,
Sood stalks, good ears, good iiernels.
(3) How produce such.
Ciscovor Variation
ITold in mind an ideal,
Seiect alwa3rs with refernncc to this ideal.
(4) üork of the com breeders.

LESSOII XIV. "WRITTEK FiEVIEW
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1. Ham» three grours of dogs accordinr; to use,
Name three klnds belongin/T; to eacli group,
3. Teil ho\Y tlie vvoodpecker in fitted to obtain its t'cod,
3. Teil ho'" com averagmg tvio ears to the stalk could he
developed t'rom com averaglnfr one ear to thc stalk,
4. (1) Dravr a desirable sliaped kernel,
(2) Draw an undesirable sliaped kernel.
(3) Teil 'Nhy (1) is better tnan ('2).
5. Describe a perfect shap ed. ear or com,
LESSONS XV TO XIX. STIIDILS OF Tili: COKII KEHIIEL
These lessons were the oarne as thc correspondmg
lesGons in agrlculture and are given with the Training Series in
Agriculture,
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Extracts from Reports in
AGRICULTUBE
*
LESSON II
November 17, 1910,
Cloudy, N.W. wind, quite cold,
Absencea - (3 boys)
Class started at 9:10 and I reminded them that we would
spend our class time in Mr. McL, 's com field across the road and
try to answer some of the questions which came up in our last lesson.
No one had tried to answer them by a study of the material. The class
passed quietly into the hall and they quickly got on their wraps. We
ran down the road a short distance to the gate and into the field so
as little time as possible was wasted. Each one selected a hill on
which to make observations. So as to work as rapidly as possible, I
asked questions and each would rofer to his stalk or stalks for the
answer, The class boing so large (14 today), I was not always sure
that each had a Chance to give his results, For general questions,
I did not call on particular pupils, but asked anyone to speak up.
All paid close attention to the work, Three girls seemed to answer
more than the others, The boys were very quiet, one of them talking
more than the others,
I gave them the term node and they were able to suggest
the prefix inter to form the word in'Fernode, I also gave them the
Word sheath, Biade had been suggested irythe last lesson,
The following are the parts determined:
Stalk, 6-10 feet high, mostly 8 feet.
-tapering toward the top,
Intemodes, 4 inches at base, 8 inches at top,
Leaves, 11-15 on a stalk,
Ears, 1-3 on each stalk,
-at 7th or 8th node,
-if more than 1, on successive nodes,
-height from ground, 2-5^- feet,
Roots, from intemodes above ground, to brace the plant,
Several stalks were pulled up and taken back to the schoo
house and left in a shed \intil the next lesson,
Class was back in their seats at 9:35, but I asked them
to take time to jot down the facts v/hich we had determined,
.
.
^ffäblq[
All names omitted. Initials used do not correspond to letters in^^
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This field which vre visited had already been husked and
had yielded 64 bushels per acre.
I left the school at 10:10,
LESSOIJ V
Docember 6.
Beached schoolhouse at 8:40, Asked two of the boys to
gb and get some stalks for the work, the best they could find. The
best of these was not very good as the leaves were badly tom,
otherwise it was satisfactory,
Class Started at 9:05. Absences
—
UThile I was passing the paper, pupils were sharpening
their pencils, I explained briefly about drawing the entire plant,
getting right proportions in regard to the length of internodes and
Height of ear. I went about to give suggesticns. They worked much
more slowly than I had expected so that the cther two drawings were
not even started or mentioned, and most of them did not finish the
one.
One boy, J., had his well along when I called his atten-
tion to the leaf arrangement which he had represented. He had drawn
them in pair». He then started over again on a clean page.
At 9:25 all stopped drawing. Papers colleoted later.
LESSON VI
December 6. (Followed directly after Lessen V.)
(I wonder if we have always had com such as this?) Most
of them nodded their heads that we had. L,- '*We have only had it
since the Indians cultivated it." G. - "We have had it anyway since
Bible times for it speaks there of corn being gathered. " By this
time all were in doubt. I then told them briefly about the origin
of com, as it is surposed to have been, and what com in Bible
times meant. (How could we even get such corn as this which we have
from the hard flint variety which the colonists raised? ) All either
shook their heads decidedly that they had no idea, or showed no signs
that they knew, except G. , who gave an excellent answer. Ho was sure
of his ground and was anxious to volunteer. "They must have kept
picking out the best ears for seed until finally it was more like
what we have now. * * * If we should pick out the poorest ears
from our com now and keep doing that. after a few years probably
we would have corn nearly like what tney used to raise. * * * Now
we pick out the best corn for seed."
(The first thing which we see then is that there is a
difference in seed and also a differenoe in the plant s themselves.
We found a good many differences or variations among the plants
which we studied.) To save time, I named over some of them, (What
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did you mean, G, when you said you selected good seed?) "We pick
out long, rather slender, smooth ears, but some people like the ears
large around so they select that kind and after a while all their
com is like that." (Different people then have different ideas of
what is the best com and select accordingly, Some people like to
havo the ears high up on the stalk. others like them low. Hov; could
a man get com which had low ears?) J.- "By picking for seed the
ears which grBW lo7/er on the stalk, But he would have to go and
pick it before it was husked and we alwa^rs take it from the wagon.
"
Words Variation, selection and heredity v;ritten on the
board. Heredit3'- explained as the tendency of young plants to grow up
into plants very like the plants from which the seed camej the ten-
dency of young animals to be like their parents, or of children to be
like their raother and father,
Assignment raade for reading in Bulletin 229. I neglected
to take the bulletins with me this morning but mailed them this after
noon to Mr. C,
Class closed at 9:45.
NATUKE-STUDY
(Ist class)
LESSON II
Reached schoolhouse at 11:30.
I could See iraraediately that my hopes for B. (a girl
sixteen years old) had been too high,
Mr. L. had a class in 9th year literature after I got
there. R,, J. and B. in the class, They were reading "The Merchant
of Venice". J. did practically all of the reciting but R. assistcd
several times. B., however, did not say a word nor did Mr. L. appar-
ently expect her to. She sat with her head on her hand, and though
she was looking at her book, I do not know whether or not she was
following the lesson,
After class I asked Mr. L, if he had said anything to
B. and he said he had not. He had not heard the pupils talking
about it, so had not heard her reasons for refusing to do the work,
I spoke about her attitude in the literature class and he said she
was always that way and almost never recited,
Two boys absent as there was scarlet fever in the family,
Class begaji at 11:50.
I asked B. if she would come and sit with J. and she
Said she didn» t think it would help her any in her studies, so I
paid no further attention to her,- nor shall I, as I think, consid-
ering her attitude, she will not get enough from it to pay for the
loss to the others.
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I first looked at the note-books, and finding that they
had not been worked up very well (except J. 's) I took time to give
fuller Instructions regarding them. All had made note of a few
birds.
I asked for lists of birds seen. G,- "Sparrows and
crows", H.- "Sparrows, crows, black"birds, hawk, snow-birds, red-
bird. " I inquired more closely about the red-bird and his descrip-
tion identified it. The pupils all knew it. R. and H. said they
had often seen them here in the v/inter time.
(Describe the snow-bird. ) H.- "Just like a sparrow, kind
of brown, - the size of a sparrow, but has a white bill. It has a
different chirp from the sparrow, " R. agreed. Ha., and nodded
their assent. J,- "It has sort of a top-knot and I think it is
more lead color than brown." I then told them the other narae,
slate-colored junco, and told about the white tail feathers, None
had ever seen them,
(What kind of sparrows are they which you have been see-
ing, or is there only one kind? y G.- "Just sr)arrows; they are kind
of brown," (Do you know the English sparrow?) R,- "They are just
the same, aren* t they?" All thought so. (The English sparrow is
a sparrow, but there are also many other kinds.) R.- "I have heard
Ol' a field sparrow, Is that the same? And song sparrow?" I named
a number of different sparrows, (They are closely related, belong
to the family of sparrov/s,- just as we call many flowers lilies but
know that there are many kinds of lilies,)
(Describe an English sparrow.) R.~ "Brown, sort of
streaked and the male has a black mark on the throat which the
female doesn't." (is there any advantage to the bird in having this
coloring, as many sparrows do have? ) None could seo Oiny, so l sug-
gested the protection which it would be to them,
(Why are there so few birds*?) G.- "The others have gone
south because it is so cold here," (ViThy isn' t it just as cold for
those that are left? ) H,- "Because these have warmer coats than
those which left," All finally agreed that this seemed very prob-
able, but could offer no other explanat ion; (Where do we see these
birds now, say the sparrows and snow-birds?) R, -"Around the house
or bamyard in trees," J,- "In weeds along the road, " (ihat are
they doing? ) J.~ "Picking up the seeds which they eat,"- (Does this
suggest to you a reason why these birds can stay with us?) J.-
"There is plenty of food for them even when the snow is on the
round." (Do you know about the swallows, martins and chimnoy swifts?
re there atny left? Why? What do they eat? Why are they circling
through the air as they usually are when we see them?) J. - "Eorhaps
they are catching insects." (V^y have they left us? ) J,- "No in-
sects left, and they have gone south v:here they can get some," I tolc
them that food was the main reasonwhy birds left,- at least those
left were ones which could secure food easilv,
(TTow are the sparrov;s and snow-birds provided that they
may eat seeds?) R.- "Sharp cdge along bill for Cracking seeds,"
H.« "Bill thick for breaking seeds."
ii
is!
V
I.'
i
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Woodpecker ajid hawk briefly discußsed in same way.
(Be on watch for more birds for there are many others
which are v/ith us in the winter,
)
Ha. made no recitation, recited but not very
enthusiastically, It seems as if she tried not to be interested
but forgot herseif occasionally,
Class closed 12:15.
LESSON V
December 6.
Class began at 11:40.
B,, S. and C, abaont,
I passed elm and maple twigs. No one knew what e ither
was. I finally had to teil thera that they were the same as we had
had in the first written lesson. Ha. was the only one who could
teil then what they were.
(It iß evident we had better give a little attention to
studying twigs for they are a means of identifying the trees. Let
US examine the two twigs and dißcover differences. ) The following
differences were noted and verified:
"On the maple, two buds together on opposite sides of
branch; on the elm one at a time, first on one side and then on
other." I made a mis-step by suggesting the word "oppositä* for the
maple, and G. and J. , at the same tirae, said that they v/ere opposite
on the elm too. I then summed up our Observation by saying that
bnds in the elm were opposite and Single, while the buds of the
maple were opposite and in pairs. I here demonstrated with a string
that the arrangement of buds on the elm was Spiral. I had to give
them the word Spiral and it seemed new to them.
R. - "Difference in color of bark—lighter and smoother
in maple.
Ro.- "Difference in shape of buds—shorter and more bl\ant
in maple,- pointed sind elender in elm."
J.- "Buds of elm curve toward stem, " I showed them
twig of Carolina poplar and ash for comparison of shape. They recog-
nized the likeness in bud arrangement between ash and maple.
J.- "Bud at th® tip of each branch of maple is much
larger than others,- on the elm the tip is dead. " Others found
that the tip bud was sometimes present on elm but no larger and
usuall^»" smaller.
Ro.- "Buds are different color; red in maple and black
in elm". H. — "G-ray in elm."
(T^at comes from these buds?) At some time they had made
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a study of tho year's growth of a branch so that they had a basis for
their answers, No one could state the fact, but all seemed to feel
that there was some relation between buds and the growth of the twig.
R, alone thought flowers carne from them, but he seemed to have missed
the work which the others had had previously, I then told them that
a twig with a number of leaves grew from each of these buds, but that
soraetimes flower buds were present too,
(Where were the leaves attached to the twig?) Most could
find no evidence, but H, finally pointed out the leaf scar "at the
butt end of the bud". I then passed a branch from a shingle oak,
which still retained its leaves, to show that the leaf really was
attached at the base of the buds,
Assignment made for drawings.
Class closed at 12: CX),
LESSON VI
December 6. (Pollowed directly after Lessen V.)
B,, S, aaid C, absent,
(We have given most of our attention to plants, but there
are just as many things to be leamed about the aniraals, even our
common domesticated animals. Have there alwa^/s been dornest icated
animals? ) G, , Ha, and Ro. nodded decidedly that there had been,
I.- "They Here wild first," J,- "I thought animals were on earth
first and then when people C£une,'they tamed some of the animals."
(l^ich was the first to be tamed?) None knew.but Ro, suggested the
:at, J, thought probably oxen. I told them ihe dog, (¥hy? ) Ro.-
"So they would hunt,- rabbits and things." I. then told them what
listory knew of the domestication of the dog,
,
(From what were they domesticated,- do we have a wild
iog today?) K,- "Wolves." (There is no animal living today which
Deople can point to and say that from such a one our dogs were domesti-
cated, but they do know that it was some animal yery like the wolf
.
)
(Why did those early people select the dog?) J.- "i think they
lived mostly on meat of wild animals v/hich they could catch, so
they tamed dogs to help them." Ro.- "I don't see hovf they could
catch them." R,- "Catch them when they are little,"
I told them how wolves hunted in packs ajid how early
people first owned packs of dogs—that some people still owned packs
to use for hunting.
(What kind of dogs do you know and are they only used
for hunting now?) R.- "Used to watch cattle and sheep—collie and
shepherd. " Some one suggested watch dogs and I, pets, Some of the
kinds named—rat terrier, sky terrier. St, Bemard, bull dog.
Assignment—to get pictures of dogs sind to think how
it carne about that we have so many kinds of dogs when early people
had only wolf-like dogs,
Class closed at 13:20.
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(These imo lessons were the most successful from the
point of interest of any which I have had with this clas3, Por the
first time Cr, gave herseif freely to the work, each time before
attending and answering questions but in a rather unpleasant nanner«
The others too seemed unüsually responsive,)
FINAL TEST
As stated before, the final test was made out so that
the papers could be graded on the same points as the preliminary
test had been, The main part of the test was based upon a topic
in
quite foreign to anything touched upon^the previous lessons, but
the fourth question was the same as A-4 of the preliminary test, This
question had never been referred to in any way since tho pupils had
written on it, so that it was believed that it would show very well
if the pupils were able to work out the problem any bettor than they
had been in the beginning, The questions were as follows:
2 speciraens of clover seed used, 1- 98^0 pure. 2-40^^ pure,
I
(Sample of 1 given each pupil.)
Examine carefully for 3 minutes,
(Römoved, Sample of 2 given each pupil,)
What is it? Teil how this differs from 1.
II
Draw a small sample of what you see,(2)
C'Drawing at least twice natural size,)
III
(Pupils told what each is.)
Why would it not pay to plant 2?
Could anything be done to mako it Worth plant ing?
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IV
If you were raising cotton and found that your crop was
amall, thore being few bolls on a plant and most of these being
small, what would you do to double or treble your crop within
five years?
V
What of all you have leamed in these lessons do you think
is most useful for a farmer to know?
After the papers were collected, a few minutes were taken to
make certain that the pupils derived some benefit from this study
of pure and irapure seed. The problem was stated, "Wh ich is roally
cheaper, clover seed 98^ pure at |9,00 per bushel, or seed 40/5
pure at $6,00 per bushel?" From the interost manifested and the
amount of benefit which they got from just this Short exercise, it
was evident to me that this study of seeds with some identification
Gculd bo very profitably conducted in the 7th, 8th or 9th grades.
The grades were based on the various questions as
follows:
1. General knowledge - 1, somewhat from 3.
2, Observation ~ 1, 2,
3, Freedom of expression in writing - whole paper,
4, Freedom of expression in drawing - 2.
5. Reasoning - 3, 4,
6. Initiative - 3, 4, 5.
RESULTS
1. In goneral, the class in agriculture worked with more
steady interest than tho one in nature-study, but did not show much
enthuoiasm, the most being in connection with tho corn judging and
the nutrient testa. The pupils were as inteiested as In ©ther work, hyNcr e
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and as a class ^ero rauch noro enthusiastic over school work than
the first class.
The first nature-study class, taught parallel to the
one in agriculture, showed a decidod enthusiasm at several points
in the seriea,- the lesson on twigs, the two on dogs, as well as
the com judging and the nutrient tests. The second class in nature-
study was nore uniform in this respect. Both classes in nature-
study as a whole were less restrained and the recitations more
spontaneous than was the case with the class in agriculture.
2, Regarding one of the original questions asked, - Would
the nature-study class be able to get as much from the one topic of
com in five lessons after the nino of a goneral character, as the
other class did in the fourteen?- it seemed that they did master
the main points just as thoroughly, although some of the details
were not touched upon.
3, Without question, the nature-study class acquired more
general knowledge, a greater variety of Information, facts which open-
ed upon more fields of thought than the agriculture class,
4. After the experiment v/as finished, a general review
was given at the request of the county Superintendent,- this to take
the place of the "central" examination which he had given to all
the other 7th year pupils in the county. This review showed that
the 7th and 9th year pupils had the main points of the lessons very
well fixed in mind, except ionally so in some instances.
The daily work and the reviews indicated that the work
as a whole was beyond the ability of the 5th grade. One or two did
very well, however, and in some of the lessons, they did quite as
well as some in the upper grades,
5. Comparison of the grades on preliminary and final tests.
es)
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NATUEE-STUDY
Freedom of Freedom of
Expression Expression
Observation in Writing Drawing Reasoning Initiative
First Final First Final pirst Final First Final First Final
Pupil Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test
A 85 95 95 95 95 95 95 98 88 98
B 90 95 90 90 85 95 95 95 95 98
C 80 95 90 95 75 80 90 85 90 80
D 20 50 70 70 40 35 50 40
E, 75 90 95 95 70 90 30 95 90 98
F 90 85 95 90 70 90 95 90 98 95
G 85 85 95 95 85 80 75 90 95 95
H 50 70 80 90 75 70 90 95 90 98
I 70 85 90 90 40 70 40 70 60 80
J 80 60 85 80 80 50 50 85 70 85
Line divides the first from the second class,.
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AGRICULTUEE
Observation
Freedom of
Expression
in Writing
Freedom* of
Expression
in Drawing Reasoning Initiative
Pupil i'irst Final pirst Final First Final First Final First Final
A 70 70 85 85: 80 50 80 70 80 70
B 75 80 95 90 80 75 50 80 50 80
C 80 90 85 95 70 90 70 90 60 95
n
iJ oU OKOD 85 80 70 50 80 40 85 50
TP 40 70 20 25 25 20
J!
•7 C
r O oü 80 85 80 85 70 80 70 85
U oO 50 70 80 20 80 75 75 70 80
TTn 40 oa90 40 80 60 80 50 50 75 60
1 bü A C95 85 50 85 70 80 50 75 60
J 60 90
.
70 80 70 80 70 75 80 80
K 95 90 95 85 80 85 98 95 98 95
L 80 70 90 85 95 85 80 75 85 80
M OO 80 70 85 90 70 70 80 70
N 60 75 75 70 30 70 60 50 50 50
40 75 80 70 25 75 70 50 80 50
P 50 70 60 75 40 80 70 90 70 90
Q 85 70 80 60 85 80 70 80 50 85
R 60 90 70 85 30 80 70 80 70 85
S 80 70 80 70 60 60 80 70 80 - - -60
Line divides first from second class.
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Since there was so much difference in the original
ability of the two olasses, the median of individual gains would
seem to indicate most clearly any differences in results.
INDIVIDUAL GAINS
Nature-Study (Both Classes)
Freedom of Freedom of
Observation Expression Expression
_
in Writing in Drawing Reasoning Initiative
-20 -5 -30 -50 -40
- 5 -15 -5 -10
- 5 - 5 - 3
5 - 5
lÖ 3 3
(la.D) ^ZTBf ( 4 ) f5r€^
15 5 5 8
15 10 15 8
15 20 15 10
20 5 20 30 15
30 10 30 35 30
First Class in Agriculture
Ö ^^35 ~~ ^TÖ ^^^^Ö =55
- 5 -20 -30 -15
5 - 5 -15 -10 -15
5 - 5 3rl0
M —10 5 & la
30 10 5 10 15
35 10 20 20 20
35 30 2p 25 30
50 40 60 30 35
M« Mediain,
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CQNCLUSION
From these ooraparisons, there is little conolusion to be
drawn in regard to the original question as to whether or not in our
tendency toward the utilitarian, we are giving the child the same
opportiinities for development which the broader field of nature-study
offers. Except that there was a decided gain in Observation in both
classes, the gains were so slight that, considering the difficulties
encountered during the investigation, it raust be said that the re-
sults are inconclusive.
SUMMARY
An experiment to determine if possible, if the child in
studying agriculture has the ssune opportunities for development
which he has in nature-study.
Experiment tried in four rural schools of the same county
three taught by myself and one (agriculture) taught by the regulär
teacher from the plans which I sent her,
Preliminary test given all classes,
Training series of two sorts; nature-studj'" in two
schools, closing with an economic stud^»* (corn); agriculture in two
schools, one economic study (com) pursued throu^ the entire time,
Nineteen lessons in each, Two lessons a week, averaging 27 minutes
each,
Final test given to all classes.
Difficulties encountered:
1. Experiment covered a long period of tirae, nearly four
months, due to the interference of county exarainations, vacations,
and my other university work,
2. Attendance was irregulär, several mdissing preliminary
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smd final tests.
3. Pupils moving from districts reduced the numbers.
Not considered adviaable to repeat such an investiga-
tion under these conditions,
Results are inconclusive,
SUQGESTIONS FOR FURTHER IITVESTIGATIOHS
1. It will be neoessary to make the numbers much larger,
hence the classes should be larger and attendance more regulär. To
accomplish this, it should be tried in a town where there are two or
more ward schools.
2. Have the classes of the 7th ar 8th grade, possibly 6th.
3. The work should be started sufficiently early to be
completed before the close of the semester, or before promotion time,
4. Two periods a week of 25 minutes each ie muoh more
dosirable for classes of the upper grades, than shorter daily periods.
5. The attitude of the teacher must be considered as an
important factor, for indifference or snthusiasm on his part has a
direot effect upon the attitude of the pupils.
6. So far as data are concemed, little is gained by
having ajicther teach frora the same plans, for it seems inadvisable
ordinarily to explain that the plsms are in the nature of an experi-
ment, so he cannot appreciate the necessity of careful record of
details.



